
A Mystery of Memory
And 

A Mystery of “Integrative Seminar”



Now that I’ve officially lost my mind,
I’m not sure I want it back.



Why this assignment was given to us?



What do I remember?
Asking questions can be harder than answering them

Consciousness (Acknowledgement) vs Subconsciousness (Overlooked things)

Subjectivity vs Objectivity

If I don’t remember something, it doesn’t mean I didn’t learn it.

If I do remember going through some routine of obtaining new skill, does that mean i really really learned how to apply it?



“There is really no difference between memory and sight, fantasy and actual vision. Vision is 
made of subtle fragmented movements of the eye. These fragmented pieces of the world are 
turned and pressed into memory before they can register in the brain. Fantasized images are 
actually made up of millions of disjointed observations collected and collated into the forms 
and textures of thought.”

-David Wojnarowicz



Layers
Any experience at Parsons has so many layers.

Memory?

Reading?/Writing?

Teamwork?

Concepts?

Skillful artwork?

Presentation



Pico Iyer
Internal home

The root of suffering is attachment.



No expectations = No frustrations
Embrace the Chaos



Plan, but keep in mind

You don’t have much control over the life.

- Other humans are especially tricky. They never behave the way we want them to.

Just be open and learn from it.



Trust
That everything will be the way it should be.

And sometimes it is not according to your temporary understanding of how it should 

be.



Be Grateful

That trains to have a positive outlook



I, I, I… Joan Didion
Sweet torture of writing process

“More The Knowledge

Lesser the Ego

Lesser the Knowledge

More the Ego…”

Albert Einstein



Focus 
On the main point you writing about

Topic sentences!!!



Working with Information

Question everything?



Sticky Map

Untangle your thoughts

Find order

Does it contradicts the idea of embracing the chaos?



Balance
            

                                 

                   Enjoy the process


